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Almost Perfect
Ingram Hill

Why am I the only person on earth who tabbs Ingram Hill?! I want some input!!
fordlightning13@yahoo.com   
 I know Its not exact, but its a basic start so you can go from there =)

Intro: D A (x 2)

 C#          G#        F#                     C#     G#   F#
Maybe her eyes are just a little bit red almost all the time,
 C#          G#        F#                     C#     G#          F#
Maybe her hair it smells like cigarettes when I climb into bed with her at
night,
Ebm               F#   Ebm                      F#
she don t wanna try but this just feels so right
                            (Chorus)
 C#     G#      F#       C#   G#   F#                  C#           G#       F#
Shes almost perfect shes so close to being everything shes almost perfect but 
 C#         G#   F#
shes not shes not

 C#          G#          F#              C#   G#        F#    
maybe she knows she drives me crazy just bats her eyes like shes my baby
 C#          G#           F#                  C#       G#              F#
maybe shes quick to let her tongue fly at me shes not the most proper lady
Ebm               F#    Ebm                     F#
she don t wanna try but this just feels so right

 C#      G#       F#     C#    G#   F#                 C#            G#      F#
shes almost perfect shes so close to being everything shes almost perfect 
 C#             G#   F#
but shes not shes not
 Ebm                      G#7                 F#              C#      G#7      
F#
I m the one to blame I know I caused this crash so now I wander in this mess
 Ebm         G#7            F#             C#         G#7    F#
into this lake of sour meshed through my head the notion that

   C#        G#          F#            C#    G#            F#               
maybe shes not quite honest with me, almost all the time 
   C#      G#            F#                  C#           G#          F#
maybe I know theres someone else in her life when I climb into bed with her at
night

C#      G#       F#     C#    G#   F#                 C#            G#      F#
shes almost perfect shes so close to being everything shes almost perfect 
 C#             G#   F#      C#-G#-F#     C#-G#-F#



but shes not shes not    Miiiiine  Miiiiiine     yeah


